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CUSTOMER DIRECT

Traditionally, manufacturers communicate with, and sell to retailers. In turn, the retailers sell to the consumers. Everybody involved in the process needs to make money, and this increases the cost to customers. We've cut out retailers and sell customer direct to save you money. 
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KNOWLEDGE

Since the design and manufacture of the products that Outlaw sells is under our direct control, we are more familiar than anyone else with how these products work. This familiarity translates to better pre and post sales support.
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SATISFACTION

The bottom line is, with Outlaw Audio you are going to get great products at incredible prices. Think of this as a cooperative venture between you and the Outlaws, your new source for high performance audio/video products.
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				The Model 5000: Stop looking for better, it is here!
			

			Outlaw scores big in many of their mid range to higher end amps. They are no nonsense components built to last. The power available from this amp should satisfy a large majority of movie and music buffs alike. It never runs out of steam and when it called on to be quiet, it is!
The build quality is noticeable right away. Construction and material are top notch. Nothing fancy, just a nice functional design. Any bells and whistles have been traded for better performance. it is a perfect specimen of fit, form & function. Highly recommended!
		

				
			DynoShip, 
			 Aug 21, 2017
		

					
									
									
									
									
									
							
			




	
		
			

		

	

	
		
			
				The Model 5000: 	Love it great value for money
			

			It's brought my Atmos 7.2.4 into that WOW factor. When you factor in the Price/Performance there is no other comparison.
		

				
			Mark Brock, 
			 Sep 29, 2019
		

					
									
									
									
									
									
							
			




	
		
			

		

	

	
		
			
				The Model 5000: Nice Clean AMP happy that I have it.
			

			This Outlaw 5000 AMP help keeping my Denon AVR X6500H run a lot cooler. The sound coming out from my front Left, Right, Center, S Left and S Right are much better than before. I used all 5 channel for my 5.2.4 sound system. I let the Denon AVR to run 4 of my Atmos speakers and the main 5 speakers from Outlaw Amp. Most of the TV and streaming content that I watch are not in Dolby Atmos so my Denon AVR didn't do any AMP power pushing at let the Outlaw Amp do most of it, after 4 to 6 hours of running the Outlaw Amp didn't even get hot. I'm glad I decided to go with the Outlaw 5000 120 watts for all 5 channel instead of the Emotiva A-500 only run 80 watts for all 5 Channels. Highly recommend if you have a Denon AVR...
		

				
			Victor P., 
			 Mar 10, 2019
		

					
									
									
									
									
									
							
			




	
		
			

		

	

	
		
			
				RR2160: very powerful, brute force, dead on sound accuracy to drive high end speaker sets
			

			I use for music, mostly vinyl LPS... but man oh man.. WHAT POWER... no kidding. get this, then get arrested for disturbing the peace... zero distortion, accurate replication of the recording... all the inputs you need for music. also used it to watch movies... NOT a 7.2 dolby. but the power OMGoodness... worth every dime. Classical, ROCK, Church Music, technically complex music, sound engineer acid trips... THIS IS YOUR RECEIVER/POWER AMP...
		

				
			br. mak, 
			 Jan  4, 2019
		

					
									
									
									
									
									
							
			




	
		
			

		

	

	
		
			
				The Model 5000: Want clean rich sound on a budget? This is the amp for you! I bought 2.
			

			This amp has a nice clean sound and is amazing value for the price. I purchased 2 of them, one to power my Totem speakers in the family room and another one to power the Definitive Tech speakers in the master bedroom. Both setups are 5 channels and this amp truly delivers clean rich sound at any volume level to my setup. Outlaw makes amazing amps that are way better than most on the market and are certainly the best bang for the buck out there.
		

				
			Allen Drennan, 
			 May 29, 2016
		

					
									
									
									
									
									
							
			




	
		
			

		

	

	
		
			
				The Model 5000: You should not pass this amplifier up!
			

			What is there to say about this amp except that it is just amazing for the price. I'm using it with a Denon receiver (pre-outs to the Outlaw) and it just blows away the Denon's ampifiers hands down. It's paired with my Golden Ear Titan Two's and it made them just that much better. Just wish Outlaw had a newer pre-amp with 4k available to pair it with.
		

				
			Jason Alexander, 
			 Jun 24, 2016
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            Model 7000x 7-Channel...

          
          
            
          
        
              The Model 7000x amplifier offers common mode rejection on its balanced inputs and 7 x 130 watts into an 8 ohm load. We have never offered this much power, along with XLR and RCA inputs, for this kind of price!
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Reviews



StereoWise - Written...
        

          
                          
              

              




Price
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            BLSv2 Loudspeakers

          
          
            
          
        
              The original Outlaw Bookshelf Loudspeakers were the recipients of numerous rave reviews and awards. The BLSv2 enters the market with an updated cabinet, finish, and speaker design. With performance matching, and in some areas exceeding the original, you'll wonder how the Outlaws could afford to...
        

          
                          
              

              



Price
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            LCRv2 Single Loudspeaker

          
          
            
          
        
              ON SALE NOW; SAVE $150 EACH!

Precise Imaging. Natural timbre. Smooth mid-range. The LCRv2 is a perfect match for our bookshelf loudspeakers. Capable of even more output and power handling, these speakers will fill even moderately large rooms.
Great for a front sound stage; great for a full...
        

          
                          
              

              



Price
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            RR2160MkII Stereo Receiver

          
          
            
          
        
              Outlaws all over America praised our RR2160. The smooth playback and the art-deco design resonated with those of us still spinning singles, EPs, and LPs. A superb phono pre-amp, four pure analog audio, line level inputs, a Burr Brown DAC, and updated Internet Radio with built in WiFi...it may...
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									Contacts

Outlaw Audio, LLC.

We are open Monday - Friday, 9:00am - 5:00pm ET, and can be reached via phone or support ticket. 

	Phone: 1-866-OUTLAWS (1-866-688-5297)
	Support Portal: https://support.outlawaudio.com


JOIN OUR MAILING LIST
								

																				

					

									

	




   

   
     
       
         


									
												
						
																						
									Outlaw Audio, LLC.

Copyright © 1998-2023, Outlaw Audio, LLC., All Rights Reserved. Outlaw Audio, "The best values in home theater are just a mouse click away." and the Outlaw logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of Outlaw Audio, LLC.



Some Outlaw products may contain materials or components that may expose you to chemicals including DEHP, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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